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Socially active and committed individual, Dev, considers Setubandh
Campaign as a turning point in his life in which he travelled to 56
destinations in Nepal and the bordering India for over two years
surveying, learning and bridging hearts and minds of people to come
together for each other for harmony, development and envisioning a
new future together.
With dynamic interests and working field, at 26, he has run a dairy, a
trading company, and has worked in collaboration with youths
internationally and of over eighteen districts home at times of
emergency for the country be it during flood and earthquake relief or
political tension. With the bureaucracy for the organizational
developments and partnership for TJST, and with the political
leadership, churning of minds, for envisioning a sustainable future
identifying the fault lines of the country.

~Sanjog Dev
Robust, daring risk taker,
ever growing, pretty
much self-taught and
bookaholic is presently,
focused in Rajbiraj,
Saptati, his hometown,
bringing about positive
change with OKFA and
other organizations,
which he terms as
“getting organized in
Saptari”
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Currently, the vice president of OKFA (Open Knowledge for All) an
open sources development and advocating organization in Nepal
working in collaborative partnership with several international
organizations like Wikimedia Foundation among others. Sanjog Dev
has served as founding secretary of Buddha Harmony Foundation,
Treasurer of Dev Sewa Samiti and Honorary member of Thakodevi
Jogendrabhagat Sewa Trust.

His education life has taken several turns, completing his school as a
head boy in Kathmandu, wanting to peruse engineering went to
Rajasthan for IIT preparation courses and later dropped out of high
school in West Bengal with aspirations to become a film maker. He
took several private tutors and trainings with the camera and on web
development in the field of IT, designing and developing the websites
for his organizations and selected projects.
Robust, daring risk taker, ever growing, pretty much self-taught and
bookaholic is presently, focused in Rajbiraj, Saptati, his hometown,
bringing about positive change with OKFA and other organizations,
which he terms as “getting organized in Saptari”
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